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3 November 2017 

 
 

The Chairperson 

Automotive Aftermarket Steering Committee 

Competition Commission 

The DTI Campus 

77 Meintjies Street 
Sunnyside 

Pretoria 

0002 

 

Attention: Mr Mziwodumo Rubushe 
 

 

Per email:  MziwodumoR@compcom.co.za 

 

KhanyisaQ@compcom.co.za 

LydiaM@compcom.co.za 
 

 

Dear Mr Rubushe 

 

 
DRAFT CODE OF CONDUCT FOR COMPETITION IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN 

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY: SUBMISSION BY THE RETAIL MOTOR INDUSTRY 

ORGANISATION 

 

 

Your attention is directed to Government Notice 1011 as published in the 
Government Gazette No. 41132 dated 22 September 2017, in terms of which the 

Competitions Commission published, for public comment, a draft Code of Conduct 

aimed at promoting competition in the South African automotive industry. 

 

Firstly, we would like to thank you for affording the Retail Motor Industry 
Organisation (RMI) the opportunity to offer written comment on the draft Code of 

Conduct. 

 

For the record, the RMI is a body corporate with perpetual succession, incorporated 

in terms of its own constitution and is an organisation not for gain. In addition, the 

RMI is a registered Employers’ Organisation, registered with the Department of 

Labour in terms of Section 96 of the Labour Relations Act, 1995. 

The RMI, which has been in existence for 107 years, represents the interests of 

some 7 457 establishments in the retail and wholesale motor industry, which 

includes inter alia motor vehicle dealers, motorcycle dealers, motor vehicle parts 

dealers, motor body repairers, motor vehicle component remanufacturers, tyre 

dealers, independent workshops, etc. These sectors’ business/trade interests are 

dealt with via the RMI’s thirteen (13) constituent associations to accommodate their 

diverse interests. The constituent associations are wholly owned by the RMI and 

operate in terms of the RMI’s Constitution. 
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For this reason, the RMI is only able to provide a co-ordinated generic response on behalf of its members 
dealing with the principle and substance of the draft Code of Conduct. That said, the following constituent 

associations will be making independent submissions to the Competitions Commission: 
 

 The Motor Industry Workshop Association (MIWA); and 

 The National Automobile Dealers’ Association (NADA). 
 

In addition, we have as per annexure A, B and C, captured the formal comments as received from some of 

our other constituent associations. From the comments as contained in the various annexures, it is clear 

that the broader automotive industry is hugely concerned given the current direction the proposed code has 

taken and that the intended objectives to remove any anti-competitive business practices that may exist will 
not be achieved. 

 

It is the understanding of the RMI that the intention of the voluntary Code of Conduct is to address perceived 

anti-competitive concerns and to promote radical transformation in the automotive industry within South 

Africa. 

We are of the view that in its current form, the Code will have far-reaching and unintended negative 

consequences for the automotive industry and ultimately the South African economy – and will in fact not 

achieve the intended outcomes of the Competition Commission. 

At the outset, the Code does not speak to and/or give guidance on perceived anti-competitive behaviour 

and/or anti-competitive business practices within the automotive industry. This lack of clarity will only 

foster uncertainty in the minds of business owners. 

Given the current levels of unemployment within South Africa and a projected growth rate of less than 1% 

over the next two years, it is imperative that an economic environment is created that attracts investors, in 

turn growing existing business (creating more jobs) and provides opportunities for new businesses that are 

sustainable in the long term to emerge. The RMI does not believe that the Code addresses this very important 

imperative within the South African economy. 

The draft Code furthermore is silent on the very important aspects of standards, quality of vehicle 

maintenance/repairs and ultimately the safety of the motoring consumer. South Africa has one of the 

highest road accident death rates in the world and therefore the sustainability of the highest levels of 

maintenance of standards, quality products, parts, etc. relating to a motor vehicle during its life cycle cannot 

be compromised. In this regard, the proposed duties and responsibilities assigned to the SABS and NRCS 

is highly questionable given the existing challenges they have in enforcing current specifications and 

standards. The SABS and NRCS simply do not have the capacity, resources and means to fulfil the tasks as 

expected from the Code. 

The RMI is fully aware of the intended objectives by having a code in the automotive industry, however, we 

believe that should the Code be published in its current form, the potential gains will be offset by the adverse 

effect it will have on formal business. The RMI also acknowledges that transformation is a concern that 

needs to be addressed within our industry, but do not believe that it should be driven via competition law 

as there is already legalisation that addresses this key imperative. 

Unfortunately, the RMI cannot support the proposed voluntary Code of Conduct in its current format and 

would appeal to the Competitions Commission to reconsider the draft Code.  

The RMI therefore respectfully requests that the deadline for comments be extended to allow sufficient time 

for further discussions and engagements between the Competition Commission and all of the role-players.  

It is critical to find a workable solution that will ultimately protect the future sustainability of the automotive  
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value chain and to establishment an environment that will promote and foster future investments in the 

automotive industry not only by OEMs and foreign investors, but also new business entrepreneurs and 

entrants into the market under fair and reasonable competitive practices. Job creation, high standards and 

quality, skills development and road safety should therefore not be comprised, but should rather be top 

priority objectives to be achieved through the proposed Code. On the other hand, radical transformation 

and consumer protection should not be duplicated through the Code and the efforts of the Competitions 

Commission, but should be driven through the very comprehensive and well-structured legislation already 

in place and enforced successfully for both. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 
 
JAKKIE OLIVIER 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

 

cc  Jeanne Esterhuizen - jeanne@technicolour.co.za 

 Jakkie Olivier - jakkie.olivier@rmi.org.za 
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Annexure A 
 

REMAN Cluster: Engine Remanufacturers’ Association (ERA), South African Diesel Fuel Injection 

Association (SADFIA) and Automotive Component Remanufacturers’ Association (ACRA) comments: 

We believe the intend of the draft Code to address anti-competitive behaviour, promoting foster growth (for 

the ‘Independent Workshop’) and greater spread of ownership of HDI’s is healthy for Industry but should be 

done thoroughly and with great care. Similar Industry patterns is already followed in the UK and US and 

we accept that the objectives drafted in the Code will eventually become a reality. Best Industry approach 

this with due diligence and responsibility.  

The Retail Motor Industry is complex in which various Industry Sectors exist, Industry Sectors comprising 

of its own set of rules and / or best practices. Should these working systems (on which Industry was built 

on) be made away with – without proper and systematic implementation, can it be detrimental.  

The document achieved the objective it set out for and indicates the direction Industry will be taken in, the 

objectives is thus clear. However, no mention is made of the critical importance of accrediting ‘Independent 

Workshops’ (other than in 9. Training – where the OE are to provide training), ensuring compliance to 

Industry standards, proper equipment, qualified workmanship as well as compliance with the draft Code – 

an area the RMI have excelled in for over 100 years.  

The draft Code isn’t specific in terms of required processes for responsible parties, as such, leaving space 

for interpretation – which can complicate future processes. The Code will have to be more precise in its 

wording. 

Also noteworthy to mention is the approach in mind (toward Industry). Some of the objectives in the draft 

Code refer to a greater spread of ownership and to ensure that small and medium sized businesses have an 

equitable opportunity. The question have to be raised; how will current contracts, still with a 5 – 7 year 

remainder timeline (with warranty and maintenance plans in place) affect the implementation of the Code?  

Important that clear direction be given on the above point – to Retailer and Consumer alike. This will most 

certainly create a perception with current contract holders. 

 

Front page 

 

o In the third paragraph the term ‘bind’ is used; the Code’s purpose (amongst others) should 
be seen as a governing and / or regulating document as opposed to binding certain parties. 

The goal is to promote fair and reasonable trading opportunity to qualifying parties (in terms 

of Industry standards) and not to close the door on others (really to find a workable system, 

fair to all); 

 

o In 4.4 mention is made of the use of equal matching spare parts. In the event of a failure 

being attributed to a faulty aftermarket part. The issue should be escalated to the South 

African source of the part in question i.e. the Lead Manufacturer or importer of such parts.  

 

o This is a process that should closely monitored and governed; the market may experience a 

sudden influx from aftermarket Suppliers to gain entrance to the market. 

 

o In 4.6 mention is made of more price and product options to Consumers; it should also be 

understood that warranties may be compromised with Consumer choice as per section 57 

of the CPA – should this document fail to provide a clear understanding of criteria in which 

an approved repairer must operate and comply with. 
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1. Preamble 

 

o In 1.1 mention is made to a voluntary Code, we foresee this to be problematic in terms of 

Industry participation and wish to be informed of the process to be implemented post 

implementation; should Industry wish to exclude themselves from the Code. What 

mechanism or tool will (or can) be used i.e. enforcing the Code. 
 

2. Purpose and objectives of the Code of Conduct 

 

o In 2.2.4 mention is made of increased choice. Again, it’s of critical importance accrediting 

‘Independent Workshops’, ensuring compliance to Industry standards, proper equipment, 
qualified workmanship as well as compliance with the draft Code – an area the RMI have 

excelled in for over 100 years; 

 

o In 2.3.2 mention is made of removing restrictions. By removing restrictions geographically 

can result in the collapse of a certain Manufacturer and / or brand. One must bear in mind 
that should this document be implemented, will the market be flooded and can result in 

overinvesting and underutilization of a Manufacturer’s product and / or Supplier product. 

The premises from which one operate will be negatively impacted. 

 

o In 2.3.5 mention is made access to safety and technical specifications. A tried and tested 

solution in the US where OE’s sell airtime to ‘Independent Workshops’ to their database to 

inquire technical specifications, should be considered; 

 

o In 2.3.8 mention is made for all Service Providers to sell identical or equal matching parts. 

What measures will be implemented to govern this process. Remember, the current 

restrictions keeps counterfeit parts out of the mainstream market. Again, the implementation 

hereof should be done thoroughly and with great care. 

 

o In 2.3.9 mention is made of training. Current training processes in the Retail Motor Industry 

struggle to answer to the demand of Industry. It is strongly advisable that training objectives 

be made and reached before implementation hereof.  

 

3. Definitions 

 

o In 3.2 ‘Approved Service Providers’ is defined, as well as ‘Independent Service Providers’ in 

3.7, and also ‘OEM Network’ in 3.12; 
 

o According to 3.2 and 3.12, ‘Approved Service Providers’ is defined by their status, standing 

and agreement with OE’s – this definitions may have to be reconsidered, to read in line with 

3.7, as the direction of the draft Code is to govern OE’s; enabling inclusive growth of all 
qualifying ‘Independent Workshops’; 

 

o The focus of the definition will thus have to be directed from a governing body (in terms of 

standards and compliance thereof) point of view and can then not (as per the direction of the 
draft Code) be prescribed by the OE; 

 

o In 3.18.3 ‘Spare Parts of matching Quality’ is defined as the same quality as OE parts or 

identical parts. It must be noted that the integrity and quality of the part is compromised, 
should an identical part be accepted in this definition. An identical part doesn’t necessarily 

means the same quality. 
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4. Sale of Motor Vehicles 
 

o In conjunction with the whole of section 4; a best practices guide should be made available 

in order to streamline processes for the selection process. Should such a document be made 

available before the fact, will it prevent a lengthy trial-and-error process; 
 

o The non-existence of such a document will create brought interpretation and arguable facts, 

than may lead to litigation.   

 

o In 4.4 the ‘Sale of Policies and Plans’ is discussed. Consumer choice comes to play here. The 

question have to be raised; to what extend will Consumer choice be granted.  

 

o Governmental / legislative bodies (such as the Competition Commissioner) have to consider 

the impact on the ‘Independent Workshops and / or the Approved Service Providers’, should 

the choice be left with the Consumer – we fear that the Consumer (as is human nature) will 

overcommit in a lot of instances and fail to properly maintain the vehicle; 

 

o This will have a ripple affect with warranty companies repudiating claims and directly affect 

one of the objectives in this document - to create job opportunity. Policies and Plans have to 

be form part of the sales agreement, however – should be revisited in terms of pricing.  

 

6. Access to Technical Maintenance Information 

 

o The whole of section 6 refers to availing ‘Independent Workshops’ technical information, free 
of charge. Even though this is the proposal, technical information on intellectual property 

cannot be freely given to any (qualifying ‘Approved Repairer’), without reasonable care (safe 

and responsible application) and protection of rights; 

 

o With reasonable care a reasonable costing structure is required. Once information is paid for, 

will there be a reasonable degree of ownership and rights will be protected; 

 

o A tried and tested solution in the US where OE’s sell airtime to ‘Independent Workshops’ to 
their database to inquire technical specifications, should be considered. 

 

7. Parts and Accessories 

 

o In 7.1.3 mention is made of the responsibility to prove spare parts is of matching quality. The 

onus should fall on the OE or Vehicle Manufacturer to prove that parts are inferior, if they 

believe that part have caused a failure under warranty, as opposed to exposing the 

aftermarket Suppliers to qualify / pass the part through a system; 
 

o In 7.2.2 restrictions is placed on OE’s to not forbid maintenance work, service and non-

warranty repairs after expiration of the warranty period. Current Industry processes include 

this practice (or exclusion rather) already. 7.2.2 to be taken out; 

 

o In 7.3.1 refer to Associations active within the Automotive Industry, to publish a list of parts 

of matching quality. This clause will automatically include all 14 Associations of the RMI, 

whom isn’t a Supplier of parts but rather an Employers Organisation. This clause needs to 

be clarified and be read to the point. 
 

14. Dispute Resolution 

 

o We are very concerned that the Motor Ombud will be able to handle and successfully resolve 

the influx of complaints (which are inevitable), since the Ombud have shown challenges with 

current complaints load of Industry. 
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Annexure B 
 
South African Motor Body Repairers’ Association (SAMBRA) input on the Code of Conduct for 

Competition in the South African Automotive Industry. 

Although the voluntary Code of Conduct is intended to address competition concerns arising from 

agreements between OEM’s and dealers, insurers, and repair and maintenance service providers we are of 

the view the code in its draft format does not achieve the objectives in terms of the Competition Act no 89 of 

1998, as amended. The code in its present form may have a negative economic impact, not only on the 

economy as a whole, but more in particular on the Motor Body Repair Sector. The Motor Body Repair Sector 

is already an overtraded business environment as approximately only 35% of vehicles on South African 

roads are insured. The rest of the vehicles have no Insurance and are repaired outside of the formal MBR 

environment.   

The draft Code as it is published has the potential to leave OEM’s with no choice but to disinvest in SA, 

which will further impact on the formal tax paying MBR Sector. Furthermore it may expose the consumer 

to poor workmanship and road safety may be further compromised. The death rate may drastically increase 

on the roads with a Road Accident fund that is already dysfunctional. 

The code also does not speak to uncompetitive business models in the Insurance Sector or to what becomes 

of the large investments made by the Motor Body Repair Sector in the OEM Approved programmes to 

facilitate new technology.         

The Code is largely driven politically without enough Industry input to ensure implementable solutions. 

The Motor Body Repair Sector in particular have serious concerns with the following clauses: 

Clause 2.3.7. Recognition of “Equal Matching Parts”- which have been approved by SABS- for use or 

installation in repairs, without losing the OEM warranty;  

  

In the Motor Body Repair Sector there are no “Equal Matching Parts” available in South Africa. The SABS 

do not have the capacity to certify the thousands of parts imported with no warranty specifications. 

  

Clause 4.4.2.4. use any Independent service provider for Warranty work during the warranty period, provided 

that the independent service provider uses an Original or Identical Spare Part. In such instances the OEM and 

insurer shall not withhold payment to the independent service provider  

  

With reference to “use any Independent service provider for Warranty work during the warranty period” The 

above clause does not address equipment requirements, repair methodology or formal/informal skills 

requirements to work on these vehicles. Not only OEM product and parts fitment training apply as referred 

to in clause 2.3.9 

  

Clause 5.3. Independent service providers shall be entitled to effect maintenance and repair work to a 

consumer’s motor vehicle whilst it is still under Warranty or covered by a Maintenance Plan, Service Plan or 

Extended Warranty.  

Again who would determine and enforce compliance to recognised quality and standards to ensure these 

Providers comply?  

 

Clause 5.4. Insurers shall not withhold payment to Independent service provider who effect repair and 

maintenance work on a motor vehicle whilst the motor vehicle is under a Maintenance Plan, Service Plan, 

Warranty or Extended Warranty.  
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The question remains who will carry the warranty on these vehicles, the Insurer or the OEM or the Repairer?  

Clause 7.1.2. Spare parts of matching quality must be accredited by the SABS or through a SANAS-accredited 

laboratory, per the applicable laws and regulations of the Republic of South Africa.  

This clause is impractical as the SABS nor any existing laboratory have the capacity to handle the thousands 

upon thousands of parts coming into the country. In the Motor Body Repair Sector there are no accreditation 

by SABS for matching quality parts. 

Clause7.3.1. The various associations active within the automotive industry shall publish a list of parts of 

matching quality and shall maintain the list.  

Again the question remains which standards will apply to these parts and where will the funding come from 

to test, accredit and maintain the lists of these parts?  

SAMBRA recommends that more investigation and Industry input would be required. The consumer 

ultimately may be worse off than they are currently. The Code do indeed contain positive clauses that may 

change some of the anti-competitive behaviour in the automotive aftermarket but it does not reflect on the 

most important side to repairs and maintenance which is environmental best practice, health and safety, 

repair quality and standards and compliance to the various pieces of legislations including the provisions of 

the Labour Relations Act, the Skills Development Act and BBBEE Act.   
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Annexure C 
 
Motor Parts and Equipment Association (MPEA), Tyre Dealers’ and Fitment Association 
(TDAFA) and Motor Industry Manufacturers’ Association (MIMA)  
 
The Motor Parts and Equipment Association, Tyre Dealers’ and Fitment Association and Motor Industry 

Manufacturers’ Association are constituent associations within the Retail Motor Industry Organisation, and 

as such bears relevance in the industry to the extent all current member are accredited members of the 

associations and the RMI. 

The Automotive Aftermarket Industry of South Africa, represents the greater percentage contribution to the 

GDP of the Overall South African Automotive Industry as a whole. This is further represented in the 

employment figures of the Automotive Industry of South Africa where the Aftermarket sector is the larger 

employer at a ratio of 10:1 

Hence it remains pertinent to note that this is the single biggest, direct consumer interface sector in the 

Automotive Industry in South Africa.  

As with any such publication for comment there are and always will be pros and cons to the proposed 

functions of the document, it is with this in mind that this commentary is compiled and submitted.  

The intent to provide the aftermarket with unfettered access to the technical data, which is although 

currently considered proprietary to the Original Automotive Design and Assembly operations, should be 

viewed as the right of the owner of the purchased property/item to have direct access to as part of the 

original purchase.  

The establishment of the access to information and training go hand in hand in the upliftment of the industry 

as a whole. The industry is of the contention that the access to information and upliftment of an industry 

should not be at all costs. The unforeseen consequences of such actions could have significant bearing on 

the economy as a whole. Extending from the consumer in terms of road safety to the business owner whose 

investment becomes less viable.  

It must be noted that the current size of the South African Automotive vehicle Parc is according to eNatis 

approximately 12.2 million strong across all categories of driven and towed vehicles. Herein lies the 

conundrum of the market size and the viability of market dilution through excessive brand options being 

allowed without due care for quality and or safety. With a finite market size the value of the market can only 

be shared to the extent that it remains financially viable for the investor, where after the consequence is 

significant to the economy, as has been evidenced in the demise of General Motors in South Africa. 

Competition remains a solid foundation of a democracy, however too much competition then becomes a 

price war and battle zone where the consumer gains only until one or more of the competitors bow out of 

the running. 

The South African Automotive consumer has been subject to an unprecedented level of marketing and above 

the line expenditure, under the guise of brinkmanship, it is to this extent that the code addresses the 

unnecessary extravagances of the past. It is indeed here where unnecessary costs have been harboured to 

the detriment of the consumer, who remains largely ignorant to the virtues of such efforts, wherein they are 

more knowledgeable or informed about a product through the implementation of all these costs. Real value 

is to be found in the use of a product at a reasonable cost for the correct reason. 

The impact on the economy will in the current form of this CODE bear numerous and far extending 

unforeseen consequences, some of which may in the short term appear positive however in the long term 

the CODE will lead to increased costs for of parts for consumers in general. The South African Automotive 

market has for numerous years been the subject of dumping of product from international suppliers, it is 
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surely important to avoid this as well, in terms of the protection of employment in the sector albeit from 

vehicle assembler to the component manufacturer to the parts dealer and workshop.  

The MPEA, TDAFA and MIMA questions the role of the Competition Commission in the application of a 

number of factors as contained in the CODE as published, these factors relate to  

 The current legislation of BBBEE where the laws are clearly positioned to affect the advancement 

and economic welfare of South Africans. It is surely not a competitive issue to re-inforce a legislation, 

by providing supplementary voluntary practices for the industry to comply with.  

 The Market Structure which has developed over more than one hundred and twenty years, where 

parts terminology, routes to market, supply chains have been forged with the purpose of providing 

as seamless a process as possible, this despite a very clear and unambiguous engagement with the 

commission on these specific terms of reference. 

 The reference to the testing, quality and standards of component parts in the industry has a direct 

bearing on Competitiveness, however there are again far reaching un-foreseen consequences in the 

application of such demands on the industry. The overriding concern is the apparent mis-

understanding of not only the requirements of product testing and verification but the economic 

costs of such activities, as was provided for during the detailed engagement with the commission 

during the formulation of the CODE. 

The intent of the CODE to address competition agreements across the industry is applauded, however it is 

again a facet of consequence whereby a reduction in the demands of the Payees on the workmanship, parts 

provisions, and quality audit controls, will encourage substandard repairs and maintenance of vehicles at 

all levels. The direct consequence of which is the impact on not only the lives of the citizens of South Africa 

but the impact on the economy as well as ROAD SAFETY becomes negatively impacted, which would be 

contrary to the Department of Transport’s mandate to reduce and improve.  

The Department of Environmental Affairs remains the custodian of the waste management requirements 

within South Africa, and as such the question needs to be posed as to how this CODE in no way directly 

refers to the management of waste in South Africa, which in the Automotive Industry is a significant 

contributor to anti-competitive behaviour in South Africa. The short circuiting of this legislation provides for 

significant savings and un-realistic economic environments. 

Where in the Code is there a reference to the issues of Labour rights and Health and Safety legislations, 

these are further compounding factors to the costs of operating businesses, which additionally contribute 

by their omission to anti-competitive behaviour in the pricing and costing models employed. Whilst the 

Consumer appears to be the beneficiary of this un-scrupulous behaviour in the long term the result is a 

negative one for the overall economy and translates directly to exposure of employees to dangerous practices. 

The CODE in general does not address any of the compliance issues of good business practice in South 

Africa but singles out a particular action of economic upliftment. This does not bode well for the value of the 

CODE in promoting a Competitive Industry, in a holistic manner, where far more detailed engagements 

could provide such direction. Alternately the residual would be to merely direct a full and audited compliance 

for all registered, unregistered and informal traders in the Automotive Industry of South Africa.  

It is in the specifics of compliance to all statutory regulations that the most significant contribution to anti-

competitive behaviour is fostered. A properly constituted and registered business that applies all the rules 

and regulations as demanded will not be able to compete in a fair trade with an informal trader, who does 

not pay any Tax, be it VAT or Income, who does not contribute to skill development, who does not adhere to 

minimum wages, who patently flaunts all of the best practices of business management, and who ultimately 

reduces the ability of the country to address the fiscal deficits. 

The approach toward Standards and testing as proposed will require a significant level of understanding 

and economic impact study before it can be applied. For instance there are numerous questions around  
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who set the standards for parts, and as the CODE currently stands it refers to the certification of parts by 

the NRCS or in the absence of which the OEM’s must provide specifications. This in both manners is not 

implementable for a variety of reasons: 

 The NRCS can only test against specifications as published.  

 Typically the NRCS will engage with industry to define the specifications 

 Testing methodologies need to be formulated 

 The investment in the testing facilities will need to be made at enormous costs 

 The volume scale of economies will not provide for an economically viable option to the manufacturer, 

who will rather off shore test. 

 Where manufacturers have proprietary facilities available, these are generally operating at capacity 

and have no further scope for additional external testing.  

The OEM’s Specifications 

 These specifications are in many respects not viable options for the aftermarket 

 The OEM’s aftermarket parts are not usually made to OEM specifications but to Aftermarket 

specifications.  

 To further extend to the OEM’s that they should where possible divulge the product intellect would 

be un-reasonable in the least. 

 To expect the world-wide manufacturing base to adjust to and or adhere to the South African CODE, 

would be economically disastrous, where given the minor volume of consumption of the South 

African vehicle parc. The manufacturer will be encouraged to employ “golden Product” sample testing 

results. 

The question of the Terminology of Parts in the industry was addressed in detail during the extended 

engagement with the commission. This engagement provided the as mentioned earlier in this document 

clear and unambiguous details of the currently employed terms for parts in the South African Automotive 

industry. The terminology as provided in the CODE, is redefining a set of terminology that has been in use 

for many decades. To instill a change of terminology into one of the oldest Industries in South Africa, will 

complicate the adoption of the CODE in its final form at whatever stage it may be published. There exists 

no foundation for EU terminology to be adopted, as it has no direct bearing on the South African context. 

 

Parts Terminology in the South African Automotive Aftermarket sector: 

Original Equipment Parts Made for and on behalf of an OEM for fitment to a vehicle during assembly 

only 

Genuine Replacement Parts Made for and on behalf of an OEM in large volume scale of economy 

production runs, for further supply to the Dealerships for fitment during 

routine maintenance.  

Aftermarket Replacement Parts These are the bulk of the larger production runs of the Original 

replacement parts, which are packaged and sold under reputable 

manufacturers brands, who warrant their products. 

Grey Parts These are parts that carry no particular brand affiliation and are however 

not direct copies of the Original parts but have and carry their own 

proprietary warranties.  

Pirate Parts These are the unscrupulous direct copies of branded products made using 

false brand identification, and illicit brand packaging. This is and always 

will be to the detriment of the consumer 
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As can be seen from the above descriptions, as opposed to where the CODE refers to: 

Original Spare Parts This terminology and the definition is only flawed in that these parts are 

only ever available on the vehicle assembly production line for a once off 

fitting to the vehicle. 

Identical Spare Parts This is a departure from how the Industry operates, if it is intended to 

replace the accepted Genuine Replacement Parts Terminology 

Spare Parts of Matching Quality This is a new addition to the accepted terminology of the industry and as 

such if this is intended to replace the Aftermarket Replacement Parts 

terminology, this will cause confusion at all levels.  

In summary of this section on parts terminology the CODE must be corrected to align with the South African 

currently accepted terms.  

Reference in the definitions, of certification by the South African Bureau of Standards is not possible for the 

all same reasons as provided for in the discussion point on the NRCS. The SABS is a certification and 

voluntary standards agency, whereas the NRCS is the Regulator of compulsory specifications. 

The question of test facilities is contentious in that at the current stage there are laboratories at the South 

African Bureau of Standards, which are mothballed due to the uneconomically viable low volume demands 

for testing. To recommission these would take huge costs and require a commitment in volume terms.  

Additional to the demands of product testing is to recognise the extent to which the SKU’s of the industry 

extend, by brand and manufacturer. The enormity of this task to certify all parts in the industry will take 

many years to complete to any adequate measure of reliability. 

It is made clear in section 7.3 that associations shall publish lists of parts and shall maintain the list. There 

is no provision for this in terms of anti-competitiveness in the market. This process unless controlled by an 

entity of integrity such as the Retail Motor Industry will fall fowl of questionable practices and lead to 

expensive litigation from challenges by brands and manufacturers. The ramification of which will be 

increased costs born eventually by the consumer. 

Training is a direct reference under section 9.2, where certificate training is proposed from the OEM’s, this 

will if not linked to the merSETA grant system become a non-starter. The Commission will need to engage 

with merSETA to consider the implications of such determinant factors. The CODE is emphatic about the 

relaxation of certain criteria regarding the business practices however the CODE is proposing a distinctly 

onerous requirement on the Industry with no direction or guidance on how to comply with the requirements. 

In order to access the relevant levels of work, allocations. 

In conclusion although the CODE as laid out does address numerous of the issues contentious to the 

industry at present, where the consumers have been at a disadvantage to a certain extent, it is vital that the 

CODE and the Industry reach a meeting of the minds that will unequivocally deliver the intent of the CODE 

itself. 

The CODE has merit in many ways and with further engagement can provide a better opportunity for all 

concerned in the industry. The caution that must be applied to the development of a CODE such as this, is 

to not merely provide the CODE but to simulate the implementation thereof in the industry concerned. In 

this instance the potential for un-foreseen negative ECONOMIC returns does exist in very real terms. It 

would be remiss to not note that there will be Economic positives emanating from this code as well, however 

the nett result could well be negative unless due consideration is given to the structure of the industry and 

the scope of the sectors in the industry. Where it must be acknowledged that the Aftermarket Retail Sector 
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according to the STATSSA 2015 figures released Yesterday almost equal in revenue to the Sales of Vehicles 

in South Africa. However the impact influence in the Automotive Aftermarket retail sector lies in the 

provision of employment where the Aftermarket retail sector is approximately 2:1 with the Vehicle sales 

channels at 180000 versus 86000. 

Your indulgence in the adoption of the content of this submission will be held in high regard. 
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